"TONAGREN Eliminated Brown Patch and Clover"

That's what the Oklahoma City Golf and Country Club said after using TONAGREN on their greens.

Dozens of other golf clubs report similar success with this scientific product.

To prove to you that TONAGREN will stop brown patch and eliminate clover on your greens we now make this special—

TRIAL OFFER

Send $1 for a trial package of TONAGREN—enough to treat 1,500 square feet two times. If after the second treatment, TONAGREN has not secured the results you expect, your dollar will be refunded. Take advantage of this trial offer today.

P. & M. TONAGREN COMPANY
6324 Brooklyn Kansas City, Mo.

$495 UPWARD

A remarkably efficient and dependable golf course tractor at a remarkably low price. Answers every demand for golf course work.

STAUDE GENERAL UTILITY TRACTOR

Powerful! Speedy! Light weight! Manufactured since 1916 and sold on a money-back guarantee. Buy from local Ford dealer or write direct to us.

E. G. Staude Mak-A-Tractor Co.
2696 University Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

Either a blade or aluminum putter may be used.

The arc of the tracks is one that has been determined after extensive study of the methods of the pros and amateurs who are most dependable putters.

Much interest is aroused by the device when placed on practice putting greens and Chaplin says that as a member-service to build pro good-will and business the Putt-Rite has worked out fine. It has helped him greatly in instruction as well as improved his own putting.

Arrangements have been made to manufacture the device and a retail price of $10 has been put on it. There is a nice margin in it for the pro. To get the golfing public acquainted with the Putt-Rite, Chaplin and Eisenberg have made a price on the initial order to any pro that barely covers cost of manufacturing. Chaplin will be glad to send complete details of the Putt-Rite to any pro who writes to him.

THORP AND FLOYD, SPALDING MEN, DIE SUDDENLY

New York City.—Ed. Thorp, noted football authority and official who for a number of years was the A. G. Spalding & Bros. staff man in charge of that company’s football activities died after a brief illness June 23. June 26 the company again suffered a sad loss in its official family by the sudden death of Percy H. Floyd, one of its directors and president of the A. J. Reach, Wright & Ditson Co.

They were two grand men and their passing is a personal loss to many hundreds in the field of sport.

Thorp was with Spalding’s more than 20 years. Prior to the Spalding connection he was with Alex Taylor & Co. of New York. He was stricken while preparing to play golf and although apparently the picture of health and vigor prior to being afflicted, survived for only 14 days.

For 36 years Percy Floyd was in the sports business, 30 of which were in the Spalding service. He started in the business in 1898 as sales manager of the Victor Sporting Goods Co. and went with Spaldings when Victor became affiliated with the Spalding organization. When the consolidation with A. J. Reach, Wright and Ditson was effected Floyd was made president of the Reach division and a director in Spaldings.

In the company bulletin on Mr. Floyd’s death, Julian Curtiss paid the following tribute to a well-beloved fellow:

“He was the warm friend and thoughtful advisor of every man in the organiza-
tion. No one could come in contact with his vibrant, lovable personality without being under its spell.

“He was a most important figure in the sporting goods industry. Every competitor had absolute confidence in him. His word once given was never doubted. At all our meetings his joyous spirit lightened its problems. No member of the Manufacturers’ association was more beloved.”

W. F. CARTER, EQUIPMENT MAN, DIES IN NEW YORK

W. F. ("Bill") Carter of Arthur D. Peterson's force at New York died suddenly in New York, June 1, of appendicitis. Bill worked Friday morning and at 4 that afternoon was subjected to an emergency operation, but it was too late. He is survived by a wife and daughter, age 12. He was 35 years old and was a native of New Rochelle.

Carter was a very popular fellow of long experience in the equipment and seed business and is said to have known everyone in the golf course maintenance field in Westchester. He was a grand, big man and knew his business. His circle of acquaintances in golf was very wide as he had been active at all of the greenkeepers' national conventions.

GRAHAM NOW REPRESENTS THOMPSON COURSE EQUIPMENT

New York City.—O. E. Thompson & Sons, Ypsilanti, Mich., manufacturers of Thompson lawn and golf course equipment, spreaders, seeders, distributors, sweepers, etc., have arranged to market their product through John H Graham & Co., Inc., 113 Chambers St., New York, manufacturers' representatives, who will handle this favorably known line in connection with the other equipment they are offering to the golf supply trade.

The Graham organization is well known to the trade as representatives for Wilder Strong Co., makers of Spike Disc lawn and green cultivators and Dunham lawn rollers.

FEATURE WRITERS HELP SELL GRIP-RITE SHOE SPIKES

Hartford, Conn.—The North and Pfeiffer Mfg. Co., makers of Grip Rite removable Shu-Spikes for golf shoes have some interesting publicity material available for pro use in pushing Shu-Spike sales. Joe Glass, golf newspaper syndicate writer who keeps the pro season medal score standings, has written some instruction features showing the benefits of properly spiked shoes. John